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MLK, Jr.
m em ory of peace-seeker
Center.
The route was lined with yellow
Staff Writer
announcements, each marking a signifi
cant moment in the life of King, such as
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s dream the winning of the Nobel Peace Prize in
can be realized right here at GVSU, said 1964 and his assassination in Memphis,
Dean of Minority Affairs Don Williams.
Tenn. on April 4, 1968.
As Williams rededicated a tree in the
King is known for his achievements in
memory of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in the Civil Rights movement of the 60’s and
front of the Cook-DeWitt Center Monday, is still the hero of some students.
he told the crowd
“He’s my personal
that the tree’s growth
hero and you could
will symbolize that
just feel the love
of GVSU’s students.
out there. It was a
Williams urged
very
powerful
that students need to
love,”
GVSU
demonstrate support
sophomore Nicole
for
Dr. King’s
Lee said.
dream -- a dream in
After the dedica
which everyone can
tion, graduate stu
live
and
work
dent
LeLande
together in harmony
Bond
delivered
and equality.
nearly half of
“I would hope
King’s famous “I
that in a year you
have a dream”
would come back
speech.
and say that some
Bond said, “It’s not
thing in these events
the people the fight
caused a turning
is against.
It’s
against attitudes
point in your life,"
and behavior.”
said Williams.
The Cook Carrillonplayed "We Shall
Overcome" Monday afternoon during the
Children from the
The dedication
match. Photo By Dan Irving.
Grand Valley Kids
followed the fourth
annual MLK march in which approximate Center also attended the march, complete
ly 200 students, faculty and Allendale with their signs wishing King a happy
community members participated in honor birthday. Teachers at the center spent the
morning explaining to the children the
of King’s legacy.
Michelle Viera, assistant director of meaning of the march.
Children and GVSU students alike
the Multicultural Center, said that this
year’s turnout for the march was larger gained from the experience.
Lee said, “I thought it was really need
than in the last two years.
The march started at noon at the ed. Especially being here in Allendale, a
library mall and continued around Manitou very Dutch conservative town, something
Hall, ending in front of the Cook-DeWitt like this is really needed to show people

By Jennifer Jacobs

•wV'jwX'
Approximately 200 marchers wound their way across campus, starting at Zumberge
Library and concluding in front o f the Kirkhof Center, where Dean o f Minority Affairs
Don Williams dedicated the Martin Luther King Jr. tree. Photo by Je ff KiesseL
how beautiful diversity is.”
The ceremony concluded with a plea
by Williams for the marchers to continue
King’s dream.
“Someone has to conceptualize a plan
and the rest of us have to carry it out.”

Williams said.
The week’s events were sponsored by
Alpha Pi Alpha, Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Voices of GVSU, the Office of Minority
Affairs, and the Multicultural Center.

New M-45 to link Grand Valley with the community
By Kathleen Beatty
Editor

As Grand Valley State University
grows, so too will its main artery to the
world, according to a new M-45 Corridor
Enhancement study.
The
Michigan
Department
of
Transportation plans to straighten and
widen a 6.6-mile stretch of the highway
around the year 2000. In addition, M-45,
from 68th Ave. running east to the Grand
River will be turned into a boulevard with a
median, and a new bridge will be built just
700 feet south of the Current one.
The- study, however, suggests taking
the improvements a step further by adding

bike paths, well marked crosswalks at busy
intersections, keeping the old bridge for
pedestrian traffic, and adding a double left
turn lane for west-bound traffic at GVSU’s
entrance.
In a packed meeting at Allendale
Township Hall last week, Allendale offi
cials and representatives from GVSU, got
a last peek at the preliminary design plan
that they hope will be approved and incor
porated into MDOT’s planned project.
Allendale Township supervisor Roger
Rycenga and Dr. Phyllis R. Forbes, GVSU
vice president for facility services and plan
ning, agree — the plan to enhance the look
and safety of a 6.6-mile portion of M-45
goes a long way to improving the campus
and the community.

Sentencing for guilty GV student
By Daniel Carpenter

Staff Writer

Daniel Conrad, former Grand Valley
student and convicted murderer, was sen
tenced Monday to life in prison without
parole in a Grand Haven courtroom.

Ottawa County Circuit Judge Calvin
Bosnian read Conrad, 25, of Capac, his sen
tence which was mandatory in connection
to his conviction of killing fellow student
Kevin Ernst.
The 23-year-old Ernst died after
Conrad shot him in the head and chest with
a .357 Magnum last April.

“It’s an interesting plan,” Forbes said.
“I think it would kind of clean up our front
door and present a pleasing entrance to our
university — and that’s of great interest to
the university.”
The M-45 Corridor Enhancement
Study is the brain child of Grand Rapids
and Enviros Transportation Study.
Work on the plans began in the fall of
1993 when GRETS gave the engineering
firm BETA Design Corp. a $42,000 grant to
assist Allendale and Tallmadge Townships
make better use of and maintain the charac
ter of their communities after the highway’s
completion.
Jim Ferro, a consultant from BETA,
told the crowd that the plan’s primary goals
are to control land use, traffic flow, and
aesthetics of Lake Michigan Dr., while at
the same time maintaining many of the

area’s natural characteristics.
Perhaps most importantly, said Ferro,
is that the township develop an “overlay
ordinance” for land that has frontage on the
corridor.
This ordinance would seek to concen
trate commercial development in a few
compact centers, provide for gradual land
use transitions, provide natural “screening"
of development from the highway and limit
and space access drives on M-45.
To “dress up the corridor.” Ferro sug
gested that native grasses, wild flowers,
shrubs and ornamental and canopy trees be
planted within the median and along the
road side — a measure that figures into
about a third of the estimated $ 3.7 million
total project cost but is an easy way to trick
drivers into easing up on the peddle as they
pass through Allendale.
Please see M-45, p. 4
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1/9-2/15-NaturaL
A rtists.
Exhibit-GVSU Calder Gallery.
1/18“Passage,"
a
S.T.A.G.E. production. Cook
DeWitt, 7:30 p.m.
1/26-1/28 &1/29- “Broken
Eggs,” a play by Eduardo

’ -

>
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W orkshops
1/21-Youth in Jeopardy
workshop. 8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. at
the Dominican Center in
Marywood, 2025 E. Fulton St.,
Grand'Rapids. Call Cindy Cook
at (616) 754-6069 for details.

Police B eat
Collected By Amy Day
01/03/94-1/15/9

Year
todate

Criminal Sexual Conduct
o'
Robbery
0
Assault
1
Larceny
0
Warrant Arrest
0
Malicious Destruction of Property
1
Traffic Accidents
2
OUII7DWI
1
Minor in Possession/Fumishing
Alcohol to Minors
1
Hit and Run
0
Driving While License Restricted/Suspended 0
Medical Emergencies
1

1
0
0
1

Total Offenses/Situations Handled

7

7

0
0
1
0
0
1
2
1

Totals include activities at the Eberhard Center
1/13/95 Domestic assault, Kistler House. Complainant report
ed the suspect hit him on the face and clawed his arms with finger
nails. Both complainant and suspect are students. A warrant has
xcn requested. The case is open.

Current O p p o rtu n itie s
in c lu d e t h e s e a n d m ore:

WCKS has expanded beyond
the campus, even though it isn t
even AM yet.
.
. ■
WCKS, Grand Valley’s stu
dent-run radio station, is in its
second week dee-jaylng a college
music night at the Intersection,
located at 1520 Wealthy SE in
Grand Rapids, where it dee-jays
Wednesday nights from 9 p.m. to
2 a.m.
“People are going to be sit
ting around and see... it’s better
than a jukebox,” dee-jay Paxton
Bigham said.
Mike Babb, the host of
WCKS’ New Music Show, con
ceived the idea of creating a local
college music night last month.
WCKS brought the idea to
the Reptile House’s owner, but he
never
pursued
the
idea.
Eventually, the owner of the
Intersection, Dave Deaver, picked
up on the idea and called WCKS
and a few other local stations.
WCKS is the only station
performing on college music
night.
Randy Tenbrink, executive music director making sure that everything is
The first night at the
under control at WCKS night at the Intersection. Photo by Je ff Kiessel
Intersection was a “true college
music night,” Deaver said. “It hour music blocks, the show’s much money as the week before,
was tremendous, reflective of the hosts decided to just go with the when the local band Karmic
cutting edge and diversity need flow.
played.
ed... to provide what college
“That’s the nice thing about
Though WCKS plans to con
music is supposed to."
dee-jaying,” Bigham said. “You tinue dee-jaying into the foresee
Deaver added that the night have to feel the crowd out and see able future, they are also planning
was everything he was looking where it’s going.”
their annual Rites of Spring con
for wheniJ|tfi.,was in college.
Bigham said he thought the cert in April, in which they hope
v' - Pax
Bigham,
Randy crowd responded positively to to attract eight local bands the
Tenbrink and Mike Babb per debut. He attributed the response first day and four or five national
formed WCKS’ first night. to the fact that WCKS gave away bands the second.
Although the Intersection had CDs and movie passes, but also
You can call WCKS at 895planned for them to work in half noted that the bar made twice as 2356 with questions.

rC o rre ctio n s
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Sm oking Sem inar planned

*
Child Care Professional.
MUSKEGON PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Part-time, CDA
Computer Programmer.
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS. Part-time.
Computer Science Majors. C language and SQL required. UNIX
and C++ is a plUss.
Processing Technician 1. SAINT MARYUS HEALTH SERVICES.
Part-time. Biology and medical terminology preferred.
Manager Trainees. MENARDS. BBA.
Outside Sales. PRINTING PRODUCTIONS. INC. Pan-time.
Sales, Printing, or Advertising experience helpful.
Upcoming Seminars:
Job Search in Action: Resume Writing. Mon. Jan. 23. 4-5pm
Networking Your way to a Job: Thurs. Jan. 26. 3-4pm
Job Search Strategies: Wed. Feb l. 4-5pm
All Located in 224 Commons.

Last week’s story on
the disabled on campus
at GVSU should have
read, “Ann Sweet hopes
to host a radio show and
is in the works of pro
ducing a show called
S.O.L.D.”

Last week’s article on aca
demic opportunities should
read: “Of the female faculty,
only 5.1 percent are full pro
fessors. Of the male faculty,
23.9 percent are full profes
sors.”

The offices of Health, Recreation &
Wellness and Career Planning &
Counseling are sponsoring a “Quit
Smoking” Seminar beginning Jan. 31 and
running at noon every Tuesday through
April 4. The cost of the seminar is $25
and deadline for registration is Jan. 23.
For imformatiOn, call 895-2600 and ask
for Pam.

vR)f more information stop by Career Services, 105 Commons, or call ext. 33lly

5-acre Picturesque Wooded Setting
H 2-Story Walk-Out Townhouses W ith Patio
|i
1100-1400 Square Feet
W ithin 5 Minutes of Campus
ji
Washers/Dryers In Each U nit

BEACH VOLLEYBALL COURT

RPS’ preload sort needs hard working individuals. You will have the
opportunity to work Monday thru Friday, Starting at 1:30 am to about
5:30 am. Working 20-25 hours a week will leave you with plenty of

ji

It inlt rested, please e:

$175-$185 per month
(Based on occupancy of 4)

ji

LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE
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•Starting wage is $6JO. After 30 days of employment you will receive $1 tuiuoo credit
for every hour that you work, paid once a class period and TAX FREE. After 90 days

oE-employment you will receive an additional 50< increase._______

CALL TODAY TO RESERVE
A TOWNHOUSE
FOR YOU!!

available!

LL
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Past Years Have
Been Filled byPelx 15!

17) 323-3010
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Look before you cross! GVSU
Here are some tips for pedestrians:
• Allow vehicles more time to come to
Staff Writer
a complete stop before crossing the street.
Haying the right-of-way doesn’t do a per
Winter has finally arrived and with it son any good against 5000 pounds of steel.
• If possible, cross in a group. They are
comes the responsibility of learning again
how to drive on ice and snow. But drivers more easily seen and drivers are more like
aren’t the only ones who have to adjust to ly to stop.
• Make eye contact with the driver of
the change in the weather. Pedestrians have
to realize that cars don’t stop as easily on an oncoming vehicle. You will be able to
tell if if they are looking at you and, if they
slippery roads.
Al Wygant, Director of Public Safety, are, they will probably let you cross.
• Be extra careful dur
has been working at
ing
times when there is
GVSU for 25 years
Be extra careful during
less
traffic and less
and has dealt with only
times
when
there
is
less
people crossing streets.
three accidents involv
traffic and less people
Those periods are
ing
vehicles
and
when drivers and
pedestrians.
crossing streets.
pedestrians tend to be
“That’s
an
-A l Wygant, more careless. During
extremely low number
for the volume of peo
Director o f Public Safety the busiest times, with
the many cross
ple that go across our
walks, it’s safest because traffic has to slow
roadways,” he said. “It’s unbelievable.”
Wygant feels ^he main reason for high down constantly and aren’t able to get
traffic safety is the fact that nearly all the up to very high speeds.
Wygant believes that courtesy is
pedestrians at GVSU are also drivers.
Having just driven to campus gives a person important in order for GVSU to remain as
more awareness that others are in the same safe as it is. There are 25 to 30 student
employees that work at intersections. They
situation that they were in moments ago.
Wygant also said that the campus is work under tough conditions in the Winter
one of the safest, however, drivers and months and both drivers and pedestrians
pedestrians need constant reminding in should trust them to do their jobs and coop
erate as best as they can.
order to maintain that status.
By Richard Fair

King's spirit lives at Grand Valley
GVSU, said in her speech “God keeps
Martin Luther King Jr.’s dream alive.”
Elder Darrell Johnson said during his
benediction that, “The dream (of King’s)
The birthday of Martin Luther King Jr. cannot be lived, cannot be fulfilled, until
drew students together Sunday night to you learn to love one another.”
In addition to speakers, five groups:
celebrate his life and his message of hope
for peace with a candlelight vigil at the the Voices of GVSU, the Allendale High
School Choir, Direction, Ladies First and
Cook-DeWitt Center.
Speakers celebrated King’s birthday Charisma, celebrated King’s birthday in
by emphasizing the relation between King performances of song and dance. The
groups consisted
and God.
of
students from
Jathan
Allendale
and
G od keeps Martin Luther King
Aus t i n,
GVSU students.
speaker at the
Junior's Dream alive,
The Voices, the
ce le b ra tio n ,
Choir,
the
said that the
Direction
and
s t a n d
-K e te sa Walker, Ladies
First
C h ris tia n s
President o f Voices o f GVSU brought the audimake against
ence to their feet
inequality and ■
clapping
and
singing
while
the speakers
injustice is the same stand King made.
“God will give you the power to received cheers and cries of “Amen” from
the audience.
stand,” Austin said.
Ketesa Walker, president of Voices of

member
awarded Fulbright Grant
By Michelle JDisler
Staff Writer

How do you say “Hello” in
Nepalese?
That is one of many things visiting
Assistant Professor Helen Westra is
learning at Tribhuven University in
Katmandu, Nepal, where she has won a
Fulbright Grant that began this January
and lasts through June 1995 to lecture on
American literature.
Nepal is located between India and
Tibet.
The Fulbright Grant is awarded by
the J. William Fulbright Foreign
Scholarship Board appointed by the
president, and is a program of national
competition administered by the United
States Information Agency.
Awards are based on the scholars’
academic and professional qualifica
tions, along with their ability to share
information with people of diverse cul
tures, and are awarded to U.S. scholars to
lecture, teach and conduct research
abroad.
While at the university, Westra is
assisting the University’s foreign lan
guage department expand its American
Literature program and is encouraging
faculty research and development in

American literature.
She is also conducting lectures in
areas of American literature previously
not taught at Tribhuven, including
American minority, women and 18th
century American writers.
. “This is one of the most challenging
awards I have ever received,” Westra
said. “I am excited about it, but at the
same time I know it will be a somewhat
rigorous year.”
Westra anticipates some inconve
nience because of the isolation of Tibet
and because she does not speak
Nepalese, but looks forward to hosting
visits by English-speaking Peace Corps
workers and other international faculty
members.
“I am sure I will be able to adjust. I
just hope I have visitors,” she said.
She is the third person to receive the
American Literature Grant to Tribhuven
University.
Other Grand Valley faculty who
have received Fulbright Grants include
Mary Seeger, dean of Academic
Resources and Special Programs; Laura
Salazar, professor of communication;
Laura VanderBroek, assistant professor
of English; Samir IsHak, professor of
management; Ivo Soljan, assistant pro
fessor of English, and Faite R-P Mack,
professor of education.

By C .T. D u n w o o d y
Siaff Writer

”

Eternal vigilance
(l to r) Curtis Smith and Sam Rawls of the Voices of GVSU participate in the candlelight
vigil in honor of Martin Luther King, Jr. Photo by Dave Manning.

New dean plots new course for Grand Valley
By T ra c e y E v a n s
Staff Writer

Grand Valley is on its way to
improving international relations
and opportunities abroad for stu
dents
with
last
summ e r ’ s
appointment
of Louis A.
Olivier
as
dean
of
International
O livier
Affairs.
Olivier accepted the position
as dean of International Affairs
for the 1994-95 academic year on
July 1 and also continues to main
tain the job as chair of the foreign

Provost Glenn A. Neimeyer
language department.
Olivier had been a professor said of Olivier’s progress thus far:
of French since joining the uni “He has certainly raised the level
versity two years ago, a position
‘‘He has certainly
which he has yielded since his
raised the level of
appointment as dean.
awareness o f people
He was the director of
Graduate Studies in the depart
on campus regarding
ment of foreign languages at
international affairs.
Illinois State University before
becoming a member of the facul The experience that he
ty at Grand Valley. Furthermore, has is something that I
he also served as the chairperson
think we are trying to
of the foreign language depart
achieve. ”
ment from 1980-85 and was a
professor of French at Illinois
Provost Glenn Niemeyer
State.
“People have to get used to _________ on Dean Olivier
the fact that there’s a new person of awareness of people on cam
regarding
international
running around calling himself pus
affairs. I see a lot of progress hav
dean,” Olivier said.

ing been made, based upon a pret by President Lubbers in a speech
ty reasonable foundation. There to the campus community.
were a lot of things in place Lubbers stated that he thought it
already, and it was a matter of was necessary for Grand Valley to
be more active in regard to inter
building on that.”
“The experience that he has national matters and to make it a
is something that I think we are priority.
Olivier was an active mem
trying to achieve.”
Olivier has had direct experi ber of the task force to make rec
ence in both-departmental as well ommendations on the internation
as administrative international alization of Grand Valley.
Olivier’s main goal while dean is
programs.
The transformation of the to implement as many of the task
International Studies office into a force recommendations as possi
full-time International Affairs ble with the help of other faculty
Office and the appointment of a members, offices and committees
dean are the result of 26 recom on campus.
“Another goal is to make
mendations of the International
Task Force. The task force was sure that every facet of the uni
established in the fall of 1992 as versity's life that can be
the outcome of a statement made
Please see AFFAIRS, p. 4
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GVSU reconsiders
By MicheUe Dlsler

StaffWriter

■*V

At times, the world of acade
mia is like a Jeopardy game.
Except in Jeopardy, you’re sup
posed to have the answers first.
Recent efforts by the
Executive Committee of the
Senate and the University
Academic Senate to update
GVSU’s current policy on integri
ty of scholarship and grades are
due more to ambiguity over the
present policy than an increase in
dishonesty among GVSU stu
dents.
Don Williams, professor of
anthropology and sociology and
ECS committee member, said that
last year the UAS received a pro
posal to revise the policy, which
they sent back to the Academic
Standards Policy Committee for
clarification because members of
the UAS disagreed on the recom

mended changes.
The ECS wanted only slight
modifications to make the lan
guage of the current policy more
clear.
Williams says that the recon
sideration for updating the policy
deals not just with the issues of
cheating and plagiarism, but more
with the lack of clarity and differ
ence of opinion of what consti
tutes cheating and plagiarism and
what should be the appropriate
reaction to that
•
“This is merely an attempt to
clarify what’s already there,’’
Williams stated when asked if the
reconsideration for changes in the
proposal resulted from increasing
instances o f dishonesty among
GVSU students.
He added that confusion over
the issue is not limited to either
students or faculty.
Williams says policies reflect
the author’s understanding of the
issue, and the proposals failure to

on
adequately capture what consti
tutes cheating and plagiarism has
been reflected by its initial rejec
tion and current reconsideration.
To illustrate the extent of con
fusion, Williams asks.’l f you bor
row an idea from someone, do you
always foot-note it?”
“And when you’re working
with someone on an assignment,
how much of that assignment is
your ideas and how much is the
other persons?’ he added, asking
if the academic community has a
clear understanding of what it
means to plagiarize.
Williams also suggests that
the majority of the ambiguity
stems from students’ conceptions
of cheating. He questions if stu
dents know if they are being acad
emically honest, or just don’t
know what the rules are, and hears
much more confusion about the
issue than an increase in cheating.

Grand Valley Writing Center expands
By Daniel Carpenter
Staff Writer

Do you think a dependent
clause is one of Santa’s little
helpers? Do you think a position
paper is a scholarly article by Dr.
Ruth? Do you think grammar is
grampa’s wife?
If so, you may want to check
out the new and expanded ser
vices being offered by the GVSU
Writing Center.
The Writing Center, located
at 114 Commons, is in its 16th
year o f offering assistance to
GVSU students in the writing
process. The center has over 40
GVSU students serving as writing
consultants.
The writing consultants
(tutors), help their fellow students
develop confidence and skills in
written communication.
Most of the writing consul-

tant’s time is spent working with
students enrolled in English 106
or 150. But “walk-in” consul
tants are ready to help students
every weekday.
“Walk-in” consultants are
available each hour on a first
come, first served basis. They are
trained to assist students with styl
istic or grammatical questions on
papers from any subject.
This semester, consultants
will be available to students work
ing in the Manitou Computer Lab.
Tutors will also be stationed at the
Zumberge Library’s reference
desk.
“Students normally have had
to come to the writing center for
assistance,” said Carlos Salinas,
assistant director of the Writing
Center. “Now, we are bringing
the Writing Center and its services
out to campus. It is here where
students may need us more.”
Students writing papers in

C h airm an re a d y fo r retirem ent
Grand Valley, no alumnus or
alumna, no student has more
Staff Writer
personally invested in our uni
versity than him. No one has
Paul A. Johnson, chairman demonstrated more loyalty,”
of GVSU’s Board of Control Lubbers said.
Ronald VanSteeland, vice
since 1968, retired Dec. 31,
president of finance and admin
1994.
‘ " '
Governor Engler said he istration, also praised Johnson’s
will appoint the next chairman contributions to the university
of GVSU’s Board of Control during commencement.
“Speaking more personally,
within the next two weeks.
Johnson served as chairman I know that there are lots of us
for the past 26 years and who hope that Paul will stay
received an honorary doctorate close to us in his well-deserved
at GVSU’s winter commence retirement,” VanSteeland said.
“His counsel has been both
ment.
At the commencement, sev wise and invaluable and, more
eral of Johnson’s colleagues importantly, he has become a
spoke highly of his tenure in very good friend,” VanSteeland
said.
office.
“Paul A. Johnson shared
Johnson is looking forward
responsibility for bringing a col to dealing with retired life.
“I am taking things as they
lege o f 2,000 students in 1968,
when he joined the board, to a come,” he said.
university of 13,500 in 1994, the
He plans to go on vacation
year he retired,” President in the end of January. In the
Lubbers said at the winter com meantime, Hit. still visits his
office; ‘^just ro have some place
mencement.
“No one employed by to go to.”
By Amy Day

Manitou who have stylistic or
grammatical questions on papers
will have access to consultants
between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Monday
through
Thursday.
Additional hours are scheduled
from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Tuesday
and Wednesday.
“Were you ever doing
research on a Sunday afternoon
(in the library) and wished you
had someone to talk to from the
writing center?” Salinas asked.
Hours have not been set for
consultants in the library, but the
center plans to have one staff
member available Sunday after
noons.
The Writing Center is also
planning to offer workshops for
English 150 students and students
enrolled in SWS courses.
If you have any questions
about the Writing Center or its
services, call 895-3451.

M-45, from p. 1 ---------------------Allendale.
“The landscaping is planned
not just for aesthetics," Ferro said,
“but to have a psychologically
calming effect on people when
they drive as well as provide for
visual clues.”
Ferro and Rycenga also hope
the plan would work to make
access between Allendale’s urban
and commercial areas and Grand
Valley’s campus easier.
In an attempt to achieve this
goal, bike and pedestrian safety
paths have been planned into the
design. The paths would be eightfeet wide, running on and off
AFFAIRS, from p. 3 -------------approached with an eye on the
global implications will be
approached that way,” Olivier
said. “It extends across all of the
campus life."
Grand Valley’s study abroad
programs are typically short-term
summer programs. Olivier’s
experience has been with pro
grams of longer duration, a
semester or an academic year.
GVSU hopes to move in the
direction of programs for longer
duration and make agreements
with a greater number of coun

road, along the highway’s north
and south sides.
“The reason the Zoning
Board of Authority wanted to do
this was to bring the college com
munity and the township togeth
er,” Rycenga said.
‘T he ZBA feels that the
boulevard will really make the
township a great place to live. I
think it’ll have a great impact on
the township’s health and how it
grows,” he added.
Ferro warned those attending
the meeting to understand that in
order for these plans to be real
ized, both Tallmadge and

Allendale townships will have to
act quickly in order to secure
grants for the project.
“We also need the coopera
tion of the Ottawa County Road
Commission or MDOT because
these funds (federal and state
grants) can only be awarded to an
entity that has responsibility for
these roads,” Ferro said.
Timing and MDOT approval,
said Ferro, are the keys to suc
cess, for the improvements will
cost less and will be more easily
adapted into MDOT’s plans for
M-45 if they are constructed in
tandem.

tries.
“The longer the opportunity
to study in a foreign university,”
Niemeyer said, “the greater the
benefit.”
Olivier has a good number of
contacts with other institutions
and individuals in other countries,
most of them Western European.
This will help Grand Valley to
establish agreements with institu
tions abroad.
Grand Valley has a more
diverse faculty with even more
distinct interests and contacts in

various locations around the
world, Olivier said.
“Since the world is round,
whenever you are standing is the
center of the world and every
thing reaches out in all direc
tions,” said Olivier.
In order for more students to
take part in study abroad pro-,
grams, the effects or benefits from
an international experience need
to be brought to students’ atten
tion Olivier said. Plus, more
opportunities have to be available
to students at different places

W orking for higher horizons..
(I to r) Kim Dickman, Kim Emmett, and Jenny Emmett.
Some GVSU Big Brothers and Big Sisters spent time with their little
brothers/sisters at the Grand Haven Jaycees for the Higher
Horizons Big Brothers/Big Sisters program in Grand Haven over
Christmas break. They sang Christmas carols and shared treats, the
biggest of which was when jolly ol' St. Nick himself showed up to
give gifts to all. Photo courtesy o f Kim Dickman

around the world.
The number of Grand Valley
students studying in foreign coun
tries increases each year, although
it is still only a small number
compared to the overall student
body.
Niemeyer hopes that as more
of the benefits are brought to the
attention of students and they
become aware of all the possibili
ties, more and more students will
take advantage of the opportunity
to study abroad.
“I think that it is generally

understood that the whole world
is becoming far more interdepen
dent,” Niemeyer said. “More and
more people are realizing that to
be able to understand other cul
tures and to have foreign experi
ence are not only a desirable kind
of thing, they aire increasingly
necessary for people to better
understand the world they live in,
but also, on a more practical level,
to be effective in the discipline
that they will practice at some
point.”

Thursday, January 19. 1995
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Gome Meet
Delta Sigma Pi
Co-ed Professional Business Fraternity
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9:30pm Portside
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Career Planning and Counseling Center and EXCEL
at the Career Planning and
1995 Winter Seminars Register
895*3266
Counseling Center.
Commons
B rief S e m in a r s:
152

• Preparation for the GRE. A workshop on preparation for taking the GRE. Topics indue test strategics, time management, and preparation tips Date:
TLtcs. Jan. 31 Place: 152 ommons Time: 3-4 p.m. Group leader. John Zaugra
• Returning adult students: A workshop designed to assist the returning student in identifying resources, building a support network, and developing a
meaningful college experience. Date: wed. Ffeb. 1 Place: 152 Commons Time: 4-5 p.m. Group leader: Jim Simone
• Planning for graduate and professional education: A workshop to assist in planning for graduate and professional schools. Topics include application
procedures, test requirements, prepatory courses, and financial aid. Date. Fri. fcb. 3 Place 152 Commons Time: 3 4 p.m. Group leader: John Zaugra
• Building self-confidence: Becoming aware of resources for personal strength when sclf-csiccm is low. Date: Mon. Fcb. 27 Place 204 SSB Time: 2-3
p.m. Group leader: Harricl Singleton
• Career decision: A workshop for students who are undecided about a career direction or choice of major. Career testing and current career and job
market information will be used to help participants develop a career plan for themselves. Date: Thurs. Mar 2 & 16 (must attend both sessions) Place: 204
SSB Time: 4-5 p.m. Group lcadr: John Zaugra
• Stress management: A workshop focused on how to reduce stress reactions and live better with environmental stress that cannot be avoided. Date:
Wed. Mar. 15 Place: 204 SSB Time: 3-4 p.m. Group leader: Staff
• Effective management of test anxiety: Learn to manage test anxiety and prevent anxiety from managing you. Date: Wed. Mar. 15 Place: 204 SSB Time:
4-5 p.m. Group leader: Jeanette McDowell

S tu d y S k ills S e m in a r s:
• Test taking skills: Develop the skills io demonstrate on tests what you have learned in studying. Date: Wed. Mar. I Place: 204 SSB Time 3-4 p.m.
Group leader: Scncz Rodriguez
• Study skills: An overview of specific aspects of developing effective study habits and skills. Date: Wed. Mar l Place: 204 SSB Time: 4-5 p.m. Group
leader: Jeanette McDowell
• Time management: Learn how to balance school, family, and work in your busy life as a student. Date: Wed. Mar. l Place. 204 SSB Time: 4-5 p.m
Group leader: staff
• Improving your memory: Incorporate the skills of remembering into your academic endeavors. Date: Thurs. Mar 2 Place: 204 SSB Time: 3-4 p.m.
Group leader: Sencz Rodriguez
• Preparation for exams: A workshop to enhance exam success through training in Time Management. Study Skills, and Test-Anxiety Reduction. Date:
Wed. Apr. 5 Place: 204 SSB Time: 4-5 p.m. Group leader: Diana Pace
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Guest Editorial
O u r V ie w

Teaching excellence is responsibility of w hole cam pus community

Remember King's message in
daily life
“This method (nonviolence) was grasped by the
negro masses because it embodied the dignity of
struggle, o f moral conviction, and of self-sacrifice.
The Negro was able to face his adversary, to con
cede to him a physical advantage and to defeat him
because the superior force o f true oppressor had
become powerless. ”
—Martin Luther King, Jr., “Why We Can’t Wait.”
Our society tends to view heroes as people who win and traitors
as people who lose. Martin Luther King Jr. proved this view to be
quite superficial.
King showed a nation that winning is not the result of a physi
cal victory over the opposition, but instead shoujd be focused on a
moral level. Winners are those people who confront others non-violently, who defeat them with love instead of hostility.
But we can only read about what it was like to be beaten up by
police or have firehoses and attack dogs turned on you. In some
ways, reading about those times is romantic. It seems to be a strug
gle with clearly defined issues of right and wrong, where moral
superiority was obviously on one side.
Nowadays, more gray areas seem to exist in our lives.
People tend to decide moral issues for themselves, and assum
ing moral high ground is nearly impossible without invoking peo
ples’ self-interest.
So how do we apply his struggle, that made sense in a clear-cut
context then, to our current hazy situation?
First of all, we must remember that history has never been per
fect; there were no decisive battles on clear-cut lines. Many people
on both sides o f the segregation line prayed to the same God, to
whose will they thought they were submitting.
Eventually, though, the segregationist side had to bow to the
morally superior Civil Rights Movement.
With that in mind, let’s try to apply Dr. King’s teachings to our
actions towards others.
He knew that one could only truly defeat one’s enemies with
love. Now, our enemies aren’t the police and vigilantes of the past,
)ut the people with whom we interact — perhaps more importantly,
with the complicated society all people find themselves part of
today.
We have choices: we can compete and try to beat them and get
past bur fellow students, or we can look at them in loving friendship.
If we make the right choice, we can indefinitely prevent the atti
tudes that supported divisiveness and hatred in the past.
•

•

•

Fight for freedom s daily
.

“Under God we were bom free. Misguided

men robbed us of our freedom. ”
Martin Luther King, 1958
Mil too readily, many of this nation’s citizens would throw
our hard-earned right to free speech aside in an attempt to quelch a
voice of dissent -- a voice they deem unworthy of public consider
ation.
King knew the fundamental .importance of such a free
dom and used it to right a wrong. The Lanthom staff hopes that
in remembering this man of peace, this community will also
remember the freedom which made his movement possible.
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LANTHORN LETTER POLICY
The views expressed in The Lanthom
are not necessarily those of our staff or of
GVSU.
We welcome letters from readers on
subjects of interest to the community.
Letters to the editor must not exceed 400
words, should be typed, double spaced,
signed, and include the phone number of
the author.
All letters become Lanthom property,
and we reserve the right to edit for
length, content or style, and cannot guar
antee publication.
Letters may be dropped off in the our
office in the basement of the Kirkhof
Center or mailed to: Lanthom Editor. I
Campus Dr.. Allendale. Ml 49401.
The Lanthom is published weekly and
is funded in pan by GVSU's student life
fee.

Our report was published in the
spring of ‘94.
Professor of Communications
This winter, the university
community will discuss its con
I never trained to be a clusions, or at least I hope there
teacher. That’s true for most of will be campus-wide attention to
my colleagues here at GVSU. its recommendations.
I also hope our discussions
Although we are not taught to
teach, the university never sets don’t flounder.
out to hire someone who can’t do
Perhaps many of us will feel
ourselves too busy to spend much
it well (believe it or not).
For example, prospective time with the issue of teaching.
faculty members must provide Perhaps we may get so caught up
evidence that they can teach, and in our honest differences about
teach well, before they are signed what constitutes good teaching
on. And if faculty start to mess up that we don’t move forward.
once they’re here, they are called
We may get stuck, in partic
to account in a variety of ways.
ular, on the issue of evaluating an
But exactly what is it that we individual faculty member’s
are doing, or supposed to be teaching in a standardized fash
doing? What is good teaching?
ion across all units o f the
Last year, I served on a uni University.
versity-wide faculty task force
Here’s another concern: the
investigating the subject of Teaching Excellence Task Force
“teaching excellence” at GVSU. was (quite properly) a faculty
_ With Barbara Roos

committee, but I don’t think
teaching will improve as much as
it can until students are involved
more directly in discussions
about the teaching/learning
process than they are now.
'
Perhaps the Task Force
Report can serve as a catalyst.
Whatever our decisions on its
many recommendations, it can
also serve us well just by being a
way to get everyone talking about
teaching - “everyone” meaning
faculty, students, administrators
and staff alike.
In fact, I suggest that we use
the Task Force Report as a kick
off event, to be followed by an
entire academic year (19951996) that puts teaching, and
learning, on the front burner.
Let’s make teaching excellence
an issue that pops up everywhere,
for just this once in our collective
lives.
*
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Letters to the E d itor
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
Shane Szalai’s article in last
week’s Lanthom.
Although I never expect any
man to open a door for me, I am
still appreciative if he does. If he
“half-asses” it like Shane, I feel
nothing less than equal to one of
the guys, and isn’t being equal
what the feminist fight is all
about? If he completely shuts the
door on me, as long as he didn’t
break my arms in the process, I
can still open the door myself.
What happens if I open the
door for a man? (gasp) I am often

in a situation where there are two
doors to go through before you
are where you want to be. After a
man has held the first door for me,
I attempt to open the second for

“An American person liv
ing in the ‘90s can't win.
That’s equality from any
aspect. ”
Amy Million
Student
him. I usually am not taken seri
ously, and told to go ahead as he
takes the door. As Shane is glared
at, I am laughed at. I am not out to
prove anything, I am simply try

ing to pay back the respect that
was shown to me. However,
laughing at me deteriorates any
appreciation I may have had.
As
Shane
sarcastically
expressed in his article, the goal
of feminism is often taken too far.
I understand the need to be better,
and the anger involved in being
surpressed. But before anyone
can demand to be better than
someone, they have to be equal.
Instead of looking for minute
things to complain about, should
n’t we be plotting how to make as
much money as our boyfriends for
the same amount of work? I feel
Please see RESPONSE, p. 5

Person on the Street

What do you
think Martin
Luther King,
Jr. would think
of America
today?

Raju
Swarup,

junior
Bio-Med
"1 believe that the struggle for
equality has come a long way.
But even though progress has
been made, to give up the fight
now would be to give up the
dream."

Brent I
Norman,
junior!
Sociology
"Not too happy with the way
things are; no one following
through with the torch."

Tony
Kuchnicki,
junior
A udio
“He would disagree with the
new proposal introduced in
California to end Affirmative
Action and lead a trend back to
the basics of the original C ivil
Rights movement."

Tank Smith,
junior
Sociology
"Disgusted. Everything he has
started and fought for has been
forgotten and replaced with crim 
inal activity, lack of self-moti\ a
Lion, and a need for leadership

Thursda1
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After you park, you tun
across campus dropping papers
off the Little Mac bridge, kndek
By Greg Reed
down a couple o f lingering smokLifetime student
ers on your way in the doors, fly
:
^
V-: ?■;
.y up the stairs and whiz into class
Don’t ya just hate it when five seconds before it is schedyou hustle to campus, driving a uled only to find that the profescool 85 just to make it to that sor is later than you are!
class
on
Is there no justice?
time. : You
That brings me to my point,
fly
onto
Yes, there is one.
campus at a
Exactly how long do students
mild
45, have to wait in class for their prowhip into the fessors before they can leave?
parking lot,
I was in class last week, sitrunning over ting and waiting for my teacher to
R eed
a
few show up for my 4:30 class. It was
measly, unaware freshmen and
of 4:33 when some slacker
ram into.the Escort in front o f you said, "Hey, can’t we leave now?”
(the . one with the cool
Of course, the usual heated
Thermonuclear Protection, Bad discussion began.
s
Dog and my personal favorite, the
“How long do we have to
No Fear, stickers).

air

wait for the teacher to show?*’
“Can’t we leave if they don’t
show up after five minutes?"
"No, I think it is 15 minutes
- for a full-blown professor and 10
for an associate professor."
"What if they have a doctorate? 1 think a doctorate requires a
half hour w ^t."
Sorry, Charlie. After asking
around, I found out that there is no allotted time frame for waiting
for a professor,
Although I wish we all could
be as fortunate as my buddy, who
goes to atsmall; college in New
York,
.. He needed an ‘A’ on his final
to get a ‘C’ in the cla§s so his
employer would pay for it.
To his delight, the professor
never showed. His whole class
waited a half hour, going through

the above conversation.
Finally, someone went to. his
office only to find out that he was
indeed not going to arrive..
As a result, the whole class
received.‘A’s on their final.
' But, back tb reality. : y ■■■
Screw it, Wait it out. You’ve
already paid dearly for the for
class and nearly killed at least
five people just to get there
Trust me, I’ve been in col
lege since some o f you were still
in grade school, and I ’m here to
tell you that 99.5 percent o f the
time your professor will show
within five minutes. Ten at the
m ost
RPP9
The time you spend hoping
your prof won’t show could be
better spent. Like trying to get a
phone numberfrom that hot chick
sitting in front of you
l i

RESPONSE, from p.4
that confusing an innocent man
who is trying to be polite is not
the way to be taken seriously.
You can’t be equal until
you’re respected. I feel that
before anyone can respect you
as a woman, they have to
respect you as a person. Hpw
can anyone respect a person,
man or woman, when they
bitch out someone who is is try
ing to make you feel respected?
(Yes-men bitch too.)
If the worst thing that a
guy has ever done to you is
open a door for you, I hope you
stay in your sheltered world,
‘cause it’s crazy out there.
So, Shane, how about this:
An American person living in
the ‘90s can’t win. That’s
equality, from any aspect.
Amie Million
Student

IMMEDIATE POSITIONS
$6 - 7.50/hour

chance
to

-W a re h o u se -F a c to ry -W e ld in g A p p ly Today - Work Tomorrow

prepare
for the
A p r ilte s t
Last class begins on:

Saturday, This Weekend

Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST

No Fee!
Sam e Week Pay

get a higher score

KAPLAN

Only $1,400.30. Orabout $25. a month ’

Macintosh’ Performa’ 636
4MB RAM/250MB hard drive, 14" color
display keyboard, mouse and all the
softwareyou're likely to need.

it f i

SE 957-1616
SW 249-9495

Before you need to make a
single payment, ski season will
have passed, the groundhog
will have seen his shadow and
you’ll have consumed your
body’s weight in pepperoni.
BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER/

Only $2,131.80. Orabout $41. a month'

North 361-5500
H olland 393-2112

We’re not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh* we’re making it easier
for you to buy something else you really n eed-tim e. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
power every student needs. The power to be your best"

Apple*

The Computer Store
207 Manitou Hall • 895-2130
Open 8am - 4:30pm Mon-Fri
Power Macintosh' 7100/66
8MB RAM/500MB bard drive, color
display, keyboardand mouse.

'DeferredApple Computer Loan offer exptres February 17, 1995 Nopayment ofinterest orpnnapal will be requiredfor 90 days. (Some resellers may ra/u/ne a deposit to bold merchandise ubile loan is being approied) Interest
accruing during Ibis 90-dayperiod will be addedtoprincipal, and thepnnapal amount, as so increased, will thereafter bear mteresi ubicb will be included in /be repayment schedule. 'Monthlypayment isan estimate based on tbe
following information. Fortbe Performa’ 636 system shown here, a purchasepnee ofS1484J2, ubicb tndudes 6% sales lax: including loanfees, tbe total loan amount ts S1,570.71. ubtcb results in a monthlypayment obligation of
t25. Fortbe PowerMacintosh' 7100/66 system shown here, apurchaseprice of 12.25971, ubicb indudes 6% sales tax: including loanfees, the total loan amount is 1239(23. ubtcb results m a monthlypayment obligation of$41
Computer systemprices, loan amounts and sales taxes may ixtry. See )our authorizedApple Campus Reseller or representatuefor current systemprices, ban and lax amounts Loans arefor a minimum ofSi.000 to a maximum of
S10,000. )bu may take out more than one ban, but tbetotal ofall loans cannot exceed SlO.OOOannually A 55% loan originationfee util be added to tbe requestedloan amount Tbe interest rate a tunable, basedon tbe
commercialpaper rateplus 5J5%. For tbe month cfNa ember, 1994, tbe interest rate teas 1085% with an Annual Percentage Raleof 1110%. 8-year ban term uitb noprepaymentpenally. Tbemonthly payment andtheAnnual
PercentageRateshown assume tbe90-day deferment ofprincipaland interestdescribedaboeeand no other deferment ofpnnapal or interest Students may deferprincipalpayments up to 4years, or until graduation Deferment mil
changeyour monthlypayments. TbeApple Computer Loan is subject to credit approval. Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day DeferredPayment Plan offers available only to qualifying students, faculty and staff Often aiuilable
onlyfrom Appleoran authorizedApple Campus Reselleror representative 01994AppleComputer, Inc All rjgbCsresened ,4pple. theApplelogo. Macintosh Performa and Thepower to beyour best' aye registeredtrademarks ofApple
Computer, Inc. AppleDestgn and PowerMacintosh aretrademarks ofApple Computer, Inc

From the Hom e Office
in A lle n d a le , M l

Campus Life Nite:

Top Ten Ways to Reduce Stress
It’s the second week of classes here at good ol’ GVSU, and a lot
of people are saying things like, “Gee whiz, am I ever stressed!”
Well, if you want to reduce the amount of stress you’re under, boy,
do we have the list for you. Here are the top ten ways for GVSU stu
dents (and staff) to reduce their stress levels.

The new semester wouldn’t
quite be official without Campus
Life Nite II.
Last Thursday, the semester
became official—even though it
was no earth-shattering experi
ence. '
At the original Campus Life
Nite, 130 groups packed into the
Fieldhouse to let students know
what Grand Valley has to offer—
and to recruit new members.
This time, with a much small
er crowd and fewer booths,
Campus Life Nite II wasn’t as
smashing a success.
One reason the second Nite
was not as much of an occurrence
as the first is that most students
already know what Grand Valley
has to offer—or think they do.

10. Three words: drink, drink, drink.
9. Find out what a frog in a blender really looks like.
8. Read The Lanthom . (Come on, did you really expect us NOT
to find a way— any way—to work in a plug?)
7. Drive to campus in reverse.
6. Put Saran Wrap on all the toilets in the bathroom of your leas
favorite lecture hall. (Not that you have a favorite one or
something.)
• 5. Pop some popcorn without putting the lid on. .
4. Jam marshmallows up your nose and try to sneeze them out.
3. When someone says “Have a nice day,” tell them you have
other plans.
2. Hit on the person who drank, drank, drank. .
1. Get a box of condoms, wait in line at the check-out counter
and ask the cashier where the fitting rooms are.

less than academic enlightenment.
“I was bored and was hoping
to run into friends,” Holman
explained.
Treinen agreed. “I just came
to say, ‘Hi!’ to people.”
Sophomore Alison Napp
came to check things out but was
disappointed. “There’s no free
stuff,” she lamented.
There were some who had
more noble goals in mind. Amy
Lindrup of Habitat for Humanity
was looking for volunteers to
insure that a Grand Valley student

WCKS booth at Campus Life Nile.... Wonder why? Photo by Jeff Kiessel
and her family will have a home.
“Unless we- have Grand
Valley volunteers, we can’t build
the Grand Valley house,” Lindrup
explained.
With most of the people in
attendance being members of the
various groups with displays, the
zenith of the evening for many
came courtesy of WCKS.
The student radio station raf
fled off music throughout the
evening, with a Grand Prize of 15

CDs awarded at 9 p.m.
“The WCKS raffle was the
highlight of the night,” said lucky
winnerPaula Cain.
“Ditto. I love WCKS,”
agreed Lisa Stoner, the grand
prize, 15-CD winner.
And what did Laura Bestler,
GVSU graduate assistant, think of
the evening?
“I think WCKS should win
organization of the night. They are
so cool,” she said.

GV alum hits it big with "Young Country
By Jennifer Vanse
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Unless you really don’t get
off campus much, you’ve proba
bly seen those off-beat billboards
advertising Young Country 96.1.
You know, the ones that have
pictures of Garth Algar + two
Brooke Shields (Garth Brooks).
Another billboard has Dwight
Eisenhower + two egg yolks + um
(Dwight Yokum).
Young Country’s publicity
people say they want to create a
different kind of radio station in
Grand Rapids — one that lets go
of the predictable and flat “jockage” that is typically heard on air
and replaces it with innovative
and entertaining air personalities.
GVSU alumna and new
Young Country disc jockey CeCe
Ryder is part of the new innova
tive team.
How did Ryder, who graduat
ed from GVSU this summer with
a degree in broadcasting but
absolutely no radio experience,
get hired as a disk jockey?
“I applied to be in the GVSU
career bulletin. The job just hap
pened to be in there. I called, set

up an interview, sent in a demo
tape and got the job,” she said.
Ryder had originally planned
to go into television broadcasting.
Ryder thought radio would just be
a way to get on-air experience, but
now she says, ‘This is so much
fun, I want to stay in radio.”
Ryder credits the success she
and the station are having to the
unique approach 96.1 takes.
“1 think our station is totally
different from anyone else’s,” she
said.

“I applied to be in the
GVSU career bulletin.
The jo b ju st happened
to be in there. / called,
set up an interview,
sent in a demo tape,
and got the jo b ."
CeCe Ryder
G VSU alum na and disc
jo ckey
Ryder added that the station’s
management team encourages
creativity
and
individuality
among its disk jockeys and has
lifted many of the pressures to act

//

Grand Valley alum joins
Hospice of G rand Rapids
By Julie Wame
Staff Writer

If you’re worried that your
GVSU degree may not earn you a
“good” job, take heart.
Bonnie
Zimmerman,
a
GVSU graduate, recently joined
Hospice of Michigan as the pub
lic relations manager for Western
Michigan.
Zimmerman feels that the
education she received here in
AMendale played a big role in
landing her the job.
“Grand Valley’s program
was excellent,” Zimmerman said.
‘The base of my knowledge came
from my degree at Grand Valley.”
Zimmerman’s degree from
Grand Valley did not help her get
just any job, however, but one
that allows her “to really help
people.”
“1 have the best of both
worlds,” Zimmerman said. “I get
to contribute to the community
and I get paid for it.”
The Hospice of Greater
Grand Rapids contributes to the
community by providing termi
nally ill patients with compas

a certain way on the air.
“Country music relates to
people and their experiences,” she
said, and the disk jockeys try to do
the same.
“A lot of people hear disk
jockeys but they don’t listen,” she
continued. “People listen to 96.1.
They can understand what we are
saying.”
Ryder works weekends now
but said, “1 would love to move to
full time.” She says everyone at
the station has become like a big
family.
Having played volleyball at
Grand Valley for five years (she
was red-shirted as a freshman),
she said the family she has gained
at Young Country is helping to
replace the team family she left
here at GVSU.
Still, Ryder has a tough time
What about the controversy explaining country's popularity.
surrounding the format change of “I never listened to country in my
96.1 from easy listening to coun life before I worked here. I guess
try?
country kind of grows on you.”
While not insensitive to those
To those up-and-coming in
listeners or their right to com the world of broadcasting, she
plain, Ryder said, “Country right said GVSU is a great training
now is where the money is.’’
ground.
She estimated the station's
“Grand Valley was great
listenership at around 60,000 peo technically,” she said. “WGVU
ple per hour. “We are doing real and WGVK at the Eberhard
ly well,” she said.
Center are especially useful

sionate and professional health
care, Zimmerman explained.
“We also offer bereavement
services to the family and the
community at large.”
Zimmerman’s job involves
managing all of the public rela
tions activities for Hospice of
Greater Grand Rapids and serving
as a resource and liaison to
patients in 13 counties in Western
Michigan.
Zimmerman formerly served
as manager of client relations at
Sefton Associates, Inc. and was
also a director of public relations
and marketing for the Michigan
Community Blood Center. She
worked with the SPX Corporation
for a time before that.
Zimmerman also earned her
associate’s degree from Lansing
Community College, is a member
of the Public Relations Society of
America and is a Public Relations
Committee chair for Grand
Rapids Opportunities for Women
(GROW).
If you would like more infor
mation about hospice care, call
Hospice of Greater Grand Rapids
at 1-800-886-4447.

resources for internships and tech
nical preparation.”
On the other hand, she added.
‘T he one thing 1 did not learn in
college was how to be creative."
She said that the most important
quality for radio jobs is personuli
ty — someone who is not afraid to
be herself.
Being creative can take time
Ryder spends a great deal of her
week preparing for her show, but
as she said, “It’s a great job!”
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Come see us at the
Counseling Center
with James Simone
Counselor

Well, we’re all back for the
winter semester. We’ve had a
holiday break, visited friends or
family, and now we’re back,
recharged and ready to devote
all of our time and energy to our
studies.
But what if we have some
problems getting motivated or
staying focused? Maybe you
find that as much as you want to
devote your energy to your stud
ies, you are having a hard time.
If this is the case with you or you have any other sort of
concern - assistance can be
found at
GVSU’s Career
Planning
and
Counseling
Center.
At the Counseling Center,
students who are unsure of a
career choice or interest can
receive a comprehensive career
and vocational assessment.
Students can learn about their
unique traits and learn how to
apply those interests and abili
ties to career development.
They can also receive sup
portive services throughout
their entire stay at GVSU by
working closely with one of our
counselors or attending some of
the many workshops offered on
career topics such as resume
writing, interviewing skills or
career decisions.
In addition to the career and
vocational services offered at
the Counseling Center, we also
provide individual, group and
couple therapy services to all
GVSU students, free of charge.
Services can range from short
term, focused therapy for a spe
cific difficulty to longer, more
insightful therapy.
We run a variety of groups
which provide support or thera
py for their members. Some of
the groups that will be offered
this semester are: The Personal
Growth
Group,
AfricanAmerican Woman’s Support
Group, Survivors of Sexual

CinemaTECH

Free Every Wed at 9pm, Fri
& Sat at 7pm
Mainsail, Kirkhof Center
GVSU
Jan. 25 & 2 7 ...........................

W hat Happened W as...
W inner of the grand jury prize
at the 1994 Sundance film
festival, Writer/director Tom
N oonan’s dark comedy about
a mismatched couple on a
first date. 92 min. 1994.
J a n .28

...................................

Freaked
Alex Winter, Randy Quaid,
Mr. T and Keanu Reeves star
in one of the odder films of
the last couple years. A movie
slur und his entourage full into
the hands of u Mexican circus
ow ner who mutates them
into,., well, Freaks. ( ’93)
Com e see

uh...

please?

Assault Group, Quit Smoking
Clinic, Living with Cultural
Differences,
Gay /Lesbian
Support Group; and The
Returning . Adult
Student
Support Group.
In addition, we provide
couple and marital therapy for
students and their partners,
School can be a very stressful
time for people, and when you
add the stress of trying to make
a relationship work, at times it
can feel as though you are being
pulled apart.
Though this is mentioned
last, it certainly is not least:
What if you know what career
you want and are excited about
your classes, but still have trou
ble with your study habits or
staying focused?
Maybe your difficulty is
with test anxiety or remember
ing materi&l. At the Counseling
Center, we can help you evalu
ate your study habits and devel
op a more effective strategy. We
do stress management training
and also offer seminars on
improving your memory, test
preparation and test anxiety.
All the above services, and
many more, are provided free to
all GVSU students - even you
guys out at the Eberhard Center.
We have counselors on site at
Eberhard on Monday evenings
from 4 to 7 p.m. In addition, we
are available on the Allendale
campus Monday 8 a.m. to 8
p.m. and Tuesday through
Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
We also understand that
sometimes an emergency may
arise or schedules are busy, and
we provide walk-in times daily
from 10 a.m. to noon and 3 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Daring those times,
you may come in and see a
counselor without an appoint
ment.
We’re located at 152
Commons (next to {Job's Pizza
and the Deli,) and our phone
number is 895-3266. If you
need us, we are here. Have a
great semester.

(l to r) Tony Miller, Damn Tony, and Luther Morrison enjoy afine dining experience at the Commons. Photo by Jeff KiesseL

Eaten at the Commons lately?
By Julie Warne
Staff Writer

Walking
around
the
Commons, you always hear
cheers and jeers about the food.
What do students really
think? Five out of 14 students sur
veyed said they liked the food; the
others felt quite the opposite.
“I like it,” Christian Olson
said. “It’s a treat every time I eat
here."
Nicky Ellet agreed. “I
thought it was good whenever I
went," she said.
Most students, however, are
not so easily impressed, but at the
same time, they do have their
favorites.
“I like the chicken and the
strawberry cheesecake,” said
Cynthia Lieffers.
Others like the salad bar and
the convenience of not having to
cook their own food.
“I come here because it’s not
grease, and I can make my own
salads,”
reasoned
Bethany
LeButt.
Mike Messner also likes the
convenience.

“I like the food, myself,"
Messner said. “I don’t have to
cook anymore, and I don’t have to
do dishes anymore either.”
On the negative side, most
students agreed that the food is
rather bland, even suggesting that
the Commons cooks have never
heard of spices.
“I think they need to be intro
duced to spices because every
thing is really bland,” Brenda
Roberts said.
Richard Duffield agreed: “We
need more variety and less bland
ness.”
Though the food might get
better around Thanksgiving and
other holidays, some students just
consider this a ruse.
“They bribe you around the
holidays,” Lori Schaff said.
Another common Commons
complaint is, “They serve the
same things every day.”
“You get tired of it when you
see it looking at you every night,”
Schaff explained.
One saving grace at the
Commons is the salads. They
have even spawned a kind of
quasi-religion.
Chad Anderson, one of the

recent converts, said, “Thank God
for salads!”
Others want anything to
escape the blandness.
“I’m sick of hamburgers and
hot dogs, and I’m sick of eating
cereal every night,” Alison
Haremski complained.
On the other hand. Commons
food does make it easy for some
people to diet.
“I can’t eat a lot of it,”
Christina Stamper said. “It makes
me sick to my stomach. I can
never eat a whole meal.”
Some students suggested that
Commons food has potential, but
seldom reaches it.
“It can be good, but usually is
bad,” Jay Reece said.
Others don’t give Commons
food even that little credit.
“It’s bad. Real bad,” Kashka
Fields said. "At first I didn’t real
ize how bad it was until I kept
coming and until I went home.”
Clearly, there are mixed emo
tions on the Commons food. As
they say in the nursery rhyme:
“Some like it hot, some like it
cold, some like it in the pot threedays-old.”
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Calder exhibit features ordinary obiects turned into art
By Amk Million
Staff Writer

Want a new perspective on
the ordinary?
This month’s art exhibit at
Calder Gallery features many
unique works by people known as
“natural artists.’’ In an attempt to
maintain a separation o f these
works from the ordinary art
world, the pieces often take on
other titles , such as “folk” or
“naive” art done by “primitive” or
“untrained” artists.________ '

“These pieces are
done by artists not
trained in art
schools, but... they
get an unexplained
impulse to make
things
Tim Nowakowski
Calder Gallery Director
“These (pieces) are done by
artists not trained in art schools,
but, in the later part of their life,
they get an unexplained impulse
to make things,” Gallery director
Tim Nowakowski said. “They are
not guided by anything other than
what they feel.”
The works featured in the
exhibit are by retired men who
express themselves by combining
everyday materials in a way that
trained artists usually don’t do.
The result is unique. For
example, an oversized, polka-dot
ted lizard, by Wesley Merritt, fea
tures fins in illogical places and

its tongue sticking out. Not onlj
that, but Merritt, who is from Mt
Pleasant; axed a two inch displaj
of his initials in the side o f th<
'-lizard.
According to Nowakowski,
“A trained artist wouldn’t hack
their name somewhere so con
spicuous.” ,
Other artists, like Howard
Finley, use their art as an opportu
nity-to express opinions. Finley
writes poems and sermons on cut
out figures of wood to speak the
word of God. Although the inspi
ration of his ideas remain a mys
tery, and the writings often con
tain misspelled words, it only
adds to the enigma of his work.
Finley, a well-known folk artist,
has many pieces featured in the
Phyllis Kind Gallery in Chicago.
Another artist who took
advantage of his artistic ability to
express himself was David Butler,
who carved shapes meant for
lawn ornaments that he saw in his
dreams. “I see them things at
night when I lay down, and I get
up and cut them out just like I see
them,” Butler once said. Butler,
who was bom in 1898, is also
very popular in the folk art world.
His work is unique because he
always used one of two combina
tions of colors. Some of his work
is featured in the Smithsonian and
the Museum of American Folk Art
-in New York City.
The most valuable piece
among folk art collectors was
done by Sam Doyle in 1981. His
“Self Portrait” was painted in the
bottom of a wash basin, while the
outer edge was painted and turned
into a frame. Much of Doyle’s
inspiration came from St. Helena

l/iw u i
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Island, where tie jgrew up in South
Carolina. Doyle, who died in
1985, is known for painting many
of his pieces on sections of roof
ing tin.
Michigan resident Dewey
Blocksma is responsible for creat
ing one of the most interesting
aspects of the exhibit. One of his
sculptures, “Frog Prince”, repre
sents one of the smoothest con
versions of everyday objects into
art. Some of the materials used
include': violin cases, flippers, a
bowling,ball, pool balls, cufflinks
and a ruler. The longer you
observe his work, the more you
seem to discover.
Another smooth transition
made in the natural art world is

v / o o u r v / c r ic r i.
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the irrelevance of race in the dis
play and viewing of the pieces. In
order to preserve the original
multi-cultural setting of folk-art
displays, many of the works fea
tured at the Calder exhibit were
done by African-Americans.
As Nowakowski wrote in his
explanation of the exhibit: “This
exhibit is hopefully the first of
several attempts, a more ambi
tious one perhaps, occurring in
two or three years, which will
evaluate more accurately the
value of artists such as we have
here without the framework of
past attitudes.”

—
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All sculptures by David Butler.
Photo by Tom Hoffmeyer.

L iterary Notes: —

Merlin:: pull yourself into the magic
By Dexter Peterson
Staff Writer

Paintings by Mose Tolliver and Anderson Johnson. Photo by Tom Hoffmeyer.

Students get hands-on TV experience
By Jennifer Vanse
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Many Grand Valley students
may not be aware that downstairs
Kirkhof Center is home to a tele
vision studio. This teaching stu
dio was used for last semester's
CFE 320 Television Studio
Production class, where a bona
fide television talk show, a take
off on David Letterman and Jay
Leno, was produced.
The entire 35-minute produc
tion had all of the elements that
would go into a major network’s
production. Students wrote the
material, did all of the technical

producing and managing and even
included commercials.
Instructor Scott Vanderberg
said, “Everything was done by the
students. Everyone in the class
had an active role.”
The students did a trial pro
duction earlier in the semester
which allowed them to switch
roles and experience all of the
production and technical aspects.
The studio only recently
received new equipment, which
means good things for Grand
Valley students.
“We’re going to be able to
produce a higher quality.”
Vanderberg said. ‘The irony of it
is that as soon as the class ended,

the new equipment came in.”
Vanderberg is optimistic for
the future of the Grand Valley
communications programs. The
better equipment may eventually
lead to such things as a weekly,
campus-wide news and informa
tion television show.
Second year students in com
munications also gain experience
working at the downtown
Eberhard Center studio, WGVU.
Maintaining a teaching studio is
important, however, since WGVU
is a business whose productions
are often difficult to coordinate
with the many different .student
schedules.

Merlin, by Robert Nye, tells
a story behind the story. The
story is of one of the greatest
known sorcerers in history. He
is
the
arranger of
Arthur and
the Round
Table, the
architect of
Stonehenge
a n d
C a m e Io t ,
P eterso n
and (possi
bly) the author of this book, his
remembrance of the life that led
to his imprisonment.
Fathered by Lucifer to be a
counter-balance against Jesus
Christ, Merlin is baptized at
birth, enabling him to fight over
both the angel and demon in his
soul, more so than any other
human. Lucifer’s plans to
ensnare the flawed Anti-Christ
are not over, however. Through
demon possessions, manipula
tions, and omens, he slowly
brings about Merlin’s fall.
A far cry from the revision
ist Celtic fantasy fare that is
flooding the shelves today, this is

one of the oldest interpretations
of the Arthur legend, giving new
life by the modern manner in
which it is told. Nye speaks the
poetic language of myth very
well, conjuring an atmosphere
where anything can happen and
everything can mean something
else. The symbolism is some
times excessive, confusing even
the devils, who keep up a run
ning commentary on events. In
addition, there is the recurring
question of exactly who is really
writing this book, yet Nye con
vincingly conveys the impres
sion of an intelligence unbound
ed by the normal rules of space,
time, or even shape. Ending as it
begins, it makes much more
sense the second time around.
This story is also rife with
sexual overtones, from the
bawdy jokes and stories of
Lucifer’s devils, to the infideli
ties of the Knights of Camelot;
some of the most provocative
scenes involve Arthur’s power
ful (and very kinky) lust for his
half-sister, Morgan le Fay, and
Guinevere’s for Lancelot. Nye
realistically delves into the dark
underside of Arthurian legend,
while remaining on a mythical
level. This book is a real treasure
to read.

From Seattle to Grand Valley:
By Mary Graff
Staff Writer

Was it the Panalittic...or the
Pananemmic Society that he
amusingly joked about? Though
he could not properly pronounce
the
word
“Panhellenic,”
Christopher Titus kept his large
audience laughing
in
the
Fieldhouse for over an hour
Thursday night. The comedian,
whose last show took place in
Washington, was the highlight of
this semester’s Campus Life Nite
and brought the evening to a
humorous close.

Titus worked individual
members o f the audi
ence into his routine
and his spontaneous
remarks had the audi. torium in an uproar.

who was on his way out for a cig
arette toward the end of the show.
Accomplishments for Titus
include spots on MTV, Star
Search, and the film Killer
Klowns From Outer Space. Born
and raised in California, he
admits that all o f his jokes about
family and personal difficulties
stem from his own real-life
events
and
experiences.
Inspiration for his material also
comes from Bill Cosby, who has
been an influence to Titus since
the age of five. At age 17, Titus
did his first comedy stint in-San
Francisco in a bar holding an
open mic. night. He was forced
to slip in, do his routine, and slip
out again for those early shows in
bars and clubs until he reached
the legal age of 21. He later
toured the country at the age of 23
as the opening act for Kenny
Loggins, which added experience
to his career. At the time, though,
he felt he was “way in over his
head.” Titus is now 30 and
already sees a TV show in his
future but plans on doing it ‘‘the

right way” by developing his
career slowly until he has enough
time and talent to devote to a
weekly half-hour spot
Titus’jokes span a wide vari
ety of subjects such as marriage
license gold cards, smuggling hot
chocolate into movie theaters,
and
parental
drunkenness.
“When it comes to drinking and
driving, my dad’s a Jedi Knight,”
he told the audience Thursday
night. Perhaps his most success-

No one was safe as he
took wandering or
bored students and
turned their actions
into hilarious signifi
cant stereotypes.
ful joke was the one about a man
who acquires a Swiss Army Wife,
a woman who is able to be all
things at all times. The crowd
responded with generous laugh
ter, as they did for most of the
Christopher Titus entertained Grand Valley students at the Fieldhouse last
evening.
Thursday. Photo by J e ff Kiessel

Titus wprked individual
members of the audience into his
routine and his spontaneous
remarks had the auditorium in an
uproar. No one was safe as he
took wandering or bored students
and turned their actions into hilar
5 Star Luxury Hotel
iously significant stereotypes.
7 nights, max. 4 persons $1,550
“You guys are late. We were
naked two minutes ago,” he said
5 Star All Inclusive Resort
7 nights, all fix>d and beverage included
to a group o f students who
recreation, excursions
arrived shortly after Titus took to
2 to 6 persons, $750/per person
the stage. He also badgered the
Open Dates - Call fo r details
sound guys seated near the stage
hriday, Saturday, or Sunday arrivals/dcpartures
every so often and even succeed
DAYS (616) 538-2424 - EVES (616) 534-5693
ed in talking a guy into staying
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runners
By Joe Schaefer
Staff Writer

The ta k e r track teams started
the indoor portion of their season
here last week with some solid
performances at the GVSU
Invitational.
T m very pleased. We had
people who gave some good per
formances," head Coach Pete
Rowe said.
Junior James Mauer led the
men, who outscored Spring Arbor
and Tri-State University. Mauer
skied at 15’3” in the pole vault.
He just missed qualifying for
the
National
Indoor
Championships by two inches,
but there is still more than a
month of competition remaining,
according to Rowe.' ' • •. . . .
Mauer added another victory
in the triple long jump and fin
ished second to senior teammate
Tony Armor in the 50-meter high
hurdles.

Sophomore Jason Powell in front of Spring Arbor and Tritook first-place in the 5000. Grand State.
Cross Country runners Kelly
Valley’s sophomores Dan Steeby
(400), Ed Darrell (600) and junior Beschoner, Wendi Jabs, Ronalyn
Eric Allen (1000) won their Willard and Amy Jo. Paszek didn’t
respective events.
.
lose a step from the fall as seniors.
While the men began their Beschoner and Jabs took the 800
season with the largest turnout and 1500 respectively.
ever for a men’s track team at
Willard, a freshman, finished
GVSU, the women started with first in the 5000, and Paszek, a
the smallest team ever.
junior, won the 3000. Rowe said
freshman Dawn Collins also con
"It was a good meet tributed
with a strong
mance in the 400.
to start the season,
“It was a good meet to
but there’s still work the season,
but there’s
to be d o n e"
to be done,” Rowe said.
The Lakers host Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Pete Rowe
Conference rivals Northwood,
Head coach fo r GVSU’s Saginaw Valley, Ferris State, and
men’s and women’s track one or two smaller schools in the
teams GVSU Invite on Friday.
According to Rowe, some
“It will be a different batch of
strong performances in the short competition; we anticipate a
and middle distance events fight,” Rowe said..
pushed the Lady Lakers into sec
Running events begin at 6:30
ond place behind Ferris State and in the Fieldhouse.
meter
with a time o f 5:23. Photo by Je ff KiesseL

Women lose two on the road,
look forw ard to hom e stand
in.-*/.t-

By Ben Bailey
Sports Editor

Pole vaulter Phil Hutchins successfully attempting a height o f 13 feet, 6
inches. Photo by Je ff KiesseL

M en's hoops sp lit in
the U p p er P eninsula
By Dan Moore
Co-News Editor

The men’s hoopsters dropped
one game and won another on a
two game northern road swing
last weekend.
The Lakers dropped to .500
with Saturday’s loss to Northern
Michigan University. They are
now 2-3 in conference play
behind Wayne State University
and Saginaw Valley State

University.
Ferris State and
Michigan Tech are 2-3 in confer
ence play as well.
After a narrow 75-74 victory
over a Michigan Tech team,
picked to finish one place ahead
of GVSU in the GLIAC preseason
poll, the team traveled to NMU.
Saturday they took on a
Wildcat team boasting nine
returning players, including four
starters. NMU finished second in
conference play last season.
Please see MEN'S, p. 13

The Grand Valley women’s
basketball team has lost four
straight
Great
Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference games, after starting
out 7-1. However, the Lakers
will host eight of the next 11
games.
Grand Valley (7-5, 1-4
GLIAC) hopes the home games
will put them back up to the top of
the GLIAC.
“We are ready to come back
to our own gym, with our own
lights and our own fans,” coach
Pat Baker Grzyb said.
“Some of the players have no
confidence right now,” she added.
“Our confidence needs to pick up.
Then we will be able to get
through the next few games.
“We have been giving up too
many points defensively. We
need to apply more pressure and

hold teams under 70 points to win
ballgames.”
The Lakers will once again
take their game on the road when
they travel to Midland to face

"We are ready to
come back to our own
gym, with our own
lights, and our own
fans. ”
Pat Baker Grzyb
Women’s Basketball
coach
GLIAC opponent Northwood (49, 0-5), before hosting four
games. Grand Valley defeated
Northwood three times last sea
son and in two of the games
scored over 90 points to lead the
series 25-3. Northwood has
improved in shooting the three
and rebounding lately, according
to Baker Grzyb. Good defense
and boxing out will be the key to
defeating Northwood.

Women's Basketball

Grand Valley’s first home
game will be against Hillsdale
College (9-4, 3-2). The game is
scheduled for a 3 p.m. tip-off this
Saturday. The Lakers will then
host Wayne State on Jan. 26 and
Saginaw Valley on Jan. 28.
In recent action, Grand
Valley was on the road, but unfor
tunately not on in their game.
The Lakers dropped a 73-75
decision at Northern Michigan.
After trailing 24-31 at the half,
junior Kristin Nobach’s threepointer with 16 minutes left in the
game gave Grand Valley a one
point lead, 39-38. The Wildcats
responded with a “three” of their
own 20 seconds later to take the
lead back, 39-41. Sophomore
Louse Lodgberg tied it up at 41
with her layup. Northern inched
ahead with a free throw and again
Nobach hit a “three” to give the
Lakers the lead.
The teams
exchanged leads six times
throughout the second half.
Please see WOMEN'S, p. 13

M en's Basketball
Team

Team
U GLIAC
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s, women s swimmers
r -

.

By Daniel Carpenter
Stair Writer

Grand Valley’s swim teams
enjoyed a surprisingly successful
weekend at the University o f
Indianapolis Invitational last
weekend.
Several swimmers from both
the men’s and women’s teams
enjoyed season’s best times at the
meet.
“In some respects we swam
well,” Laker Coach Dewey
Newsome said, “in others, we
wanted better times.”
The team's greatest success
continues to be sophomore Katie
Flynn. Flynn placed First in the
50 yard freestyle with a time of
24.88. She also won the 100 yard
freestyle with a 54.26 time.
In addition, Flynn swam a
lifetime best time o f 1:03.72 in
winning the 100 yard backstroke.
Sophomore Keri Code swam
her season’s best time in the 400
yard individual medley, finishing
fourth with a time of 5:06.35.
Code placed second in the 200
yard breaststroke with a 2:38.45
M EN'S, from p. 14
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time;
,
Season best times were also
reached by freshman Kym

3.
4.
*
6.
7.
8.
9.

Kohukto in the 50 freestyle
(26.93), freshman April Buysee in
the 200 yard individual medley

GVSU
Transylvania
University
Hillsdale College
Ohio Northern University
St. Mary’s College
Missouri-St. Louis

Men's swimming and diving Scores
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wabash College
University of Indianapolis
Transylvania
Misspuri-St. Louis
Calvin

(2:30.90), and senior Tina Higel
in the 200 backstroke (2:24.92).
Sophomore Nancy Zych had
her season best time in the 100
breaststroke (1:17.72). Junior
Amy Dipman had had times of
5:34.18 in the 500 fredstyle, and
1930.66 in the mile freestyle both season’s best.
Sophomore
Tammy
Staudacher swam her season’s
best in the ;100 freestyle (57.88)
and 200 freestyle (2:07.60).
The women's 200 yard
freestyle
relay
team
of
Staudacher, Kohukto, Flynn, and
sophomore Meghan Halleran won
with a time of 1:43.72.
The women’s 4 x 100
freestyle relay team, and 400 yard
medley team each had season best
times.
The women’s 800 yard relay

team
o f Flynn,
Dipman.
Staudacher, and sophomore
Michelle Foss took 18 seconds of
their previous best time.
In diving, freshman CArly
Shepard set a freshman record in
the one meter event with 356.15
total points. Shepard finished
second in the event.
Shepard also finished third in
the three meter diving with
334.55 points.
Sophomore
Brenda Gavin finished fifth with
309.40 points,
Overall, the women placed
third with a score of 161 points,
only 9 points behind first place.
“We were surprised at how
close to first place we came,”
Coach Newsome said. “Usually
we finish in the middle of the
pack (at that meet).”

7. Wayne State
7. GVSU
9, Ohio Northern
10. Rose Hulman

-----------

Northern went on a 14-0 run
to begin the contest. The Lakers
did not get a basket until center
Glenn Szeman scored on a lay-up
almost seven minutes into the
game.
The Lakers tied the game
with 6:37 left on a Walter Wilson
jumper. The junior out of Detroit
Cooley has missed most of the
season due to a back injury. He
led the team in scoring with 11
points.

Trailing by six at half-time,
31-25, the Lakers came out flat in
the second half going down by 20
at one point.
“NMU came out firing in the
second half,” junior guard
Alfonso Clark said.
“They played great defense,
and really deserved to win. We
couldn’t get Kooiker (guard
Kevin Kooiker) open, and he
couldn’t get any shots.”
Kooiker finished with just

seven points. He has averaged
14.0 points per game. Junior for
ward Nate Verbeek, averaging
over 16 PPG was held to just
three points in six minutes of
playing time. GVSU shot under
33 percent from the field.
The
men
will
face
Northwood tonight and begin a
four game home stand Saturday
when they face Hillsdale College
at 1 p.m. at the Fieldhouse.

WOMEN'S, from p.14 --------Both teams seemed to use
the three-point shot as a weapon
to defend or take the lead. A
total of eight three-point shots
were taken in the last 16 minutes
of the game.' The last one was
made by junior Tiffany Belden
with 0:11 remaining. It put the
Lakers within a basket of the
Wildcats, 73-75. Grand Valley
still had a chance to tie the game
with 0:06 left, but could not hit
the front end of the one-and-one.
Grand Valley was led by
Belden with 22 points, and
Lodgberg and Nobach added 13
points each.
On Jan. 12, the Lakers bat
tled the Huskies of Michigan
Tech and Belden battled the flu.
Belden only played 20 minutes
in the game and failed to score in
five field goal attempts. Belden
had led the GLIAC in scoring
the previous week. Junior Sarah
Jasman led the Lakers with 17
points. She was followed by
Lodgberg’s 16 and sophomore
Colleen Hipp’s 10 points.

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
Thsn«Honf»
h coUQ*nwtotto
isseetdngin anwgrtc. •rtnprenmfiai
student tor«wportionol esmpus rep.
NoMiss Invotwd. Pisessdwrtislnoon
biMetlnbonds lorcompsnlss«** «
AnurievExpress«ndMfcnw*.
Grist psrt-Ums fobinnings. Choose
your own hours; 4-8 horn pir w#**
recntred.Cai:
ArnsrfcanP«iiQ*^Cap.
215W.H*ntK»l,Sadfc,WAM119

• AS7-24J4 &14444

Z’s HAIR SALON
Early B ird S p ecial
$4 O f f a regular $10 Haircut
Mon-Wed 9am-Noon

plus
Monday & Tuesday are GVSU days
$1.00 Off Haircuts for Students
not valid with any other offer______________________________________________

Q Z's Hair Salon * 6171 lake Michigan Dr., Allendale • 895-5717 J)

Student price: $5 evenings, $3.50 matinee.

Big Rocking Chair Seats with Cupholder Armrests
"Next in Line' Service • FREE Drink Refills • Today's HoKest Movies!
W orld-Class Sound & Projection on 12 Screens

0

OFF YOUR PURCHASE j
V AT CONCESSION STAND I,
limil one perpenon per day. Ik's coupon not wfeamcfele ||
forcoik Notbong»wilbegiy«nfcfpvnfaolesstwn II
$2.00. Offer eiducfes candy punbeue. Goodonly at
||
Star Grind Rapids. Olfergood tvouj/i 2/18/95

SMR TH€ATR€
The W orld's Best M ovie Theatre!
Call 785-9200 (of feature and shovytime information

Grand Valley
Apartments wants
to wish all G V SU
students good luck
this semester.
Styled fo r Spacious Living
♦M odem Appliances: dishwasher, range.
refrigerator, garbage disposal
♦Laundry Facilities in each building
♦Sound-conditioned construction for privacy
♦Large bath with seperate vanity/doublc sink
♦P re wired for Cable T V
,+Sclf-controllcd heat and air conditioning

BPUWOOO
ATAR'MfNtS

PfPPtNOS
PIZZA .

ah

□

We’ll help you find
roommates
CRYSTAL
HASH

M-45 LAKf MICHIGAN DRIVE

A 243-7511

GRAND VALLEY
STA1E
\ |

895-5875

W e a ls o r e m in d y o u to be s m a r t...

STUDY HARD
and
DON'T DRINK AND
DRIYE
for Info for Next Pall
Call 895-6351

T h u r^ a ^
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teams
year the GVSU team went on to
become flag football state
Staff Writer
champs, defeating teams like
Central Michigan and Michigan
Flag football state champions State. ' '
“t h e Muff Divers”, along with
So, when the Divers headed
co-rec team “At A Medium Pace", to New Orleans, they were ready
played football cajun style while for action, Davis said.
competing in the 16th Annual
“This was our third trip to
USF&G Sugar Bowl National the nationals in New Orleans. We
Invitational
Flag
Football were excited.”
Championship, held Dec. 27
The winning streak stayed
through Jan. 2, in New Orleans.
with the team as they upset the
Flag Football and New University of Florida 28-20 in the
Orleans’ Bourbon Street make the last 11 seconds of the game with a
perfect combination to touchdown 40-yard pass from Mike Ahem to
the new year, said Orville Davis. Steve Bender in the end zone.
Davis, receiver and captain of the
“The teams from the south
Divers, said his team, has been play ball ali year, whereas the
together since freshman year and teams from the north only play
have remained undefeated (48-0) two or three months a year, so
campus champs since then. This when we beat Florida one of the
By Carmel Loftis

The members ofAt A Medium Pace, from l tor, (back row) Tun Hough, Chris
Sellee, Josh Gilbert, Tom Kabel, and Mike Ryder. (Front row) Sheree Knola, Stacie
Whitlock, Kathy Wagner, Cathy Schenten, Patty Pacholka and Frieda Sullivan.

officials said it was the biggest
upset of the year. They just didn’t
expect it,” Davis said, “The next
game was against Central
Missouri and they didn’t have a
prayer,” Davis said. “We mercied
them 24-0. It was unbelievable.”
The win placed the Divers in
what they call the real playoffs;
were they were up against North
Eastern Oklahoma, the home of
Dennis Rodman.
“We scouted them the day
before. They just didn’t look that
great. I think we were just nervous
because we had finally made it to
the playoffs,” Davis added.
The winning streak came to
an end for the Divers, at least on
the football field that is, where
they were defeated by North
Eastern 32-30.
Sheree Knola, therapeutic
recreation major and captain of
co-rec team At a Medium Pace,
said this was her team’s first
experience traveling to New
Orleans, and they needed the
O.K. from Leroy Hackley Jr.,
associate director of Health
Recreation and Wellness. He gave
the O.K.
' Hackley says they were look
ing at some of the best teams in
the country as far as flag football
is concerned.
“A total of 173 teams com
pete in the invitational. It’s a cele
bration of fellowship, sportsman
ship and competition all in the
excitement of New Orleans, and
there’s nothing like the excite

The members of The MuffDivers,from l tor, (back row) Cony Lake, Ned Bendick,
Aaron Nass, Erik Anderson, and MikeAhem. (Front row) Jason Conn, Orville
Davis, Kyle Schumaker and Steve Bender.
ment of Bourbon Street on New
Years Eve,” Hackley said.
The Pacers lost their first
game to Louisiana State 31-0.
“We were in a really hard bracket
and we had no prior tournament
experience,” Knola said.
The Pacers’ second game
proved to them that they had what
it takes to compete in the invita
tional and even though they lost
to North Carolina State, they held
their own. The score was 19-11
late in the second half when Josh
Gilbert had a interception and ran
in for the touchdown. Gilbert did
n’t realize that he needed to pass
the ball back to one of the girls for
the extra 9 points to win the game.
Girls score 9 points a touchdown
and guys score 7 points. The two
point conversion was no good for

the Pacers. They lost 19-17.
“We were in the game and
that was exciting for us,” said
Knola.
Senior Chris Bosse also made
the trip south. Although Bosse
was in uniform, it was a uniform
different from the players. Bosse,
for the second year in a row, made
the trip to officiate in the tourna
ment.
“I went down with some offi
cials from Ferris, Eastern and
Central Michigan,” Bosse said.
“The guy from Eastern was
named to the All-American offi
cials team.
“I had the opportunity to offi
ciate some of the best flag-foot
ball teams in the country and it
was great to be part of the tourna
ment,” Bosse added.

WINTER ’95
BACK TO SCHOOL SALE
T H E B A SIC PA C K A G E

T H E B A SIC PACK AG E - P L U S O U TPU T

Zenith 486DX2 50MHz
340Mb Hard Drive/8Mb RAM
14" SVGA Monitor
Zoom 14.4 Data/Fax Modem
Lotus Smart Suite

Zenith 486DX2 50MHz
340Mb Hard Drive/8Mb RAM
14* SVGA Monitor
Zoom 14.4 Data/Fax Modem
Lotus Smart Suite
‘ Canon Bubble Jet 200e P rin ter

$1,925.00

_______ $2,200.00

T H E B A SIC PA C K A G E - P L U S W OW !

T H E EV ER Y TH IN G PA C K A G E

Zenith 486DX2 50MHz
340Mb Hard Drive/8Mb RAM
14" SVGA Monitor
Zoom 14.4 Data/Fax Modem
Lotus Smart Suite
"Sound Blaster 16 Bit Sound Card
"Double Spin CD-ROM Drive
"IS Multimedia Titles

Zenith 486DX2 50MHz
340Mb Hard Drive/8Mb RAM
14" SVGA Monitor
Zoom 14.4 Data/Fax Modem
Lotus Smart Suite
"Canon Bubble Jet 200e Printer
"Sound Blaster 16 Bit Sound Card
"Double Spin CD-ROM Drive
"IS Multimedia Titles

$2,225.00

-

$2,475.00
Monday-Friday 8:00-4:30
207 Manitou Hall
895-2130

A T G R A N D VALLEY STATE U N IV E R SIT Y
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Jobs ' M( ),n [ v
For Avon products supply
call Maria at 243-0625. 10% off
for G.V.S.U. students.
Summer management posi
tions. Arthur Victor Painting Inc.
is searching for ambitious stu
dents to fill positions in G.R.,
Lansing,
and
Kalamazoo.
Comprehensivetraining program,
possible internship for related
majors. 1-800-775-4745.
Needed: workers for Kirkhof
and Cook-DeWitt. Weekday and
weekend shifts are available with
flexible hours. Please contact the
special events office at 895-2350.
(Work study needed for Cook
DeWitt only).
Aerobics instructor needed
for mornings in our karate/fitness
school. Please call 375-8918 or
532-1193 for more info.
Wanted: people to learn the
water
treatment
business,
Residential
Commercial,
Industrial. Several positions
available:
Field
sales,
T e l e m a r k e t i n g ,
Installer/Technicians, Office help.
Full time, some part-time posi
tions. Good income opportunity.
Call ASAP from 10 am to 8 PM,
M-Fri. 534-4558, ask for Mr.
Davis.
Dominos pizza now hiring /
new ownership. Delivery drivers-
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hiring 10 people guaranteed
$7/hour, $50 cash bonus after 30
days. Phone people and pizza
makers also needed. Assistant
manager, can be full or part tiipe,
flexible hours. Call 669-8800.

Cancun, Bahamas, or Florida!
110% Lowest price guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and Travel
Free! Call for our finalized 1995
Party Schedules!! (800) 95BREAK.

Military Veteran’s, join the
Michigan National Guard parttime, one weekend a month. Go
with us to Panama this summer!
Good pay & benefits call 5346030:

Sitters needed for part-time
working mom. Flexible hours
arranged weekly. 1 block from
campus in Allendale. References
and $4.50/hour. Call 892-7360.

Find a job now! Local com
panies are hiring students and
new grads to fill positions in
every field! Locate your career
immediately! Send SASE and $10
for complete details 1740 44th
SW suite #5 box 301 Wyoming,
MI 49509.
Earn $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R38 P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727.
Make $6/Hr in your spare
time being a Campus Marketing
Rep. No selling. Tap into a huge
market. Call Trevor Camps at
800-243-2435.
Spring
Break-guaranteed
lowest prices on campus!!!
Cancun, Jamaica, Panama city,
and Daytona still available!
Travel free- organize a group!
Call STS @ 1-800-648-4849!

#1

Room for .rent-new home in
Allendale/Grahd Haven area, 10
minutes from campus. Includes
telephone, utilities, kitchen privi
leges, and air conditioning, with
laundry available. Looking for
responsible student, $275/month.
Call Gena @ 847-8749.

H ousing

Misc
Macintosh
Computer.
Complete system including print
er only $599. Call Chris at 800289-5685.
Have you read books that are
rich and provoking? Fiction or
non I want to know, 456-7146
leave message.

on their first donation
w ith this coupon

For Rent: 1 half human 5 foot
10 inch, 200 pound partly balding
love toy. Operates on 2 double A
batteries, pint of jack, and a year
supply of Rogaine. For rates call
CHET at 249-8087.
Ladies: Do you like to be
treated like dog dirt? Do you like
your pleasure to last for 10 sec
onds at a time? If so call Roberto
at 895-5354.

Desperately seeking petite,
21 year oldish female with long
brown hair who was at Dick’s
Resort on 1/12/95. When we left,
I gave you my phone number and
received your call on 1/13/95, but

For rent, sale or hire:
Women; do bald men turn you'
on? Well, do I have a deal for
you! Hot, sexy, chrome-domed
(smooth as a baby’s bottom), hor
mone. Page me, 390-9955

Female needed to take over
lease at University Townhouses,
May 1-Aug.. 13, 1995. Call
Laurie @ 669-8862.

Food

Female roommate needed
immediately to take over lease in
Forest Ridge Apts. Quarter mile
from campus, $240/month, no
deposit. Call Wendy @ 892-6944.
Need someone to take lease
at Grand Valley Apts. Available
immediately. No security deposit,
$888.75 for semester. 2 bedroom.
Call Jole @ 245-5556 for more
info.

D oes your sto
drow n out you r
professor's lectures? Is your lack
mce making studying
lit, if not im possible,
you ever mistake the
Ton tow er
giant
Snickers bar? P erlflp M s time
for a refueling.
m
The Lobby cfllpja^cated
kirkhof Center, is your
>r snack time. Anytime,
fjth such a large variq
we can satisfy
Trproblem, no matter w
the craving.
So when you're feeling a
bit famished, just remember the
L o b b ^ ^ h g n . B e sid e s, w ho
w a n t ^ P ^ M ie ir professgnJT
did v^IggfSf^o r k ...b u r fe n vI

Be A Life
Saver Become A
Plasma
Donor!

$5 BONUS

Molly where were you? I was
watching from the library. Lets try
again, Chris.

A big thanks to my roomy for
making every lady at GVSU think
I’m a psycho pervert. I am NOT a
psycho! Chet.

Spring Break 95!! Americas
Spring Break Company!

First tim e donors receive an extra

• you didn’t leave your name and
number. PLEASE keep calling.

F irst d o n a tio n r e c e iv e
$ 15 a n d s e c o n d
d o n a t io n r e c e iv e $17,
in th e sa m e w e e k .

3E A P L A S M A D O N O R ... B E C A U S E
.IF E I S E V E R Y B O D Y 'S B U S I N E S S

Hi

K I K K a o f Mon-Fri:

Monday 8am to 4pm
Tues. thru Thursday 8am to 6pm
Friday 8am to 4pm
Sera-Tec B iologicals
1973 S. Division
Call for more information: 241-6335

C

l

i

T

l

l

7:30am - 10pm
Saturday:
&30am*10pm
Sunda«
10am-8pm

HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE’S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.
A

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn’t a friend, anyway.

A

Label your spare-change jar “beetle farm/’
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare change.”

A

Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave room for someone to fill in their
name and extra zeros.

A

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
really tight pants.

A

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless they look just like you.

WE’RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply call I 800 C I T I B A N K

